






Hey there responsible rider.

 

It happens.. sometimes, you get separated from your gear during a great session or during a quick snack at lunchtime. The 

integrated NFC booomtags in the 2022 Goodboards allow a finder to reach out and get it back to you. Lost. Scan. Found and 

returned like a boomerang.

Scan the NFC booomtag with a smartphone to register, and the board with all its specifications is added to your free booomtag-

account. Your contact details are available but locked behind our gateway, respecting and protecting your privacy. Because the 

booomtag is integrated, it is virtually indestructible, and it looks a lot better than handwritten phone number with a waterproof 

marker (which isn’t waterproof anyways).

It makes it difficult for your board to be stolen or used by a not-so-honest finder, because the registration cannot be transferred 

to another account without your consent.

Anyone with a recent model smartphone can scan this NFC booomtag to notify you when your board is found or contact any 

of your emergency (SOS) contacts when something has happened to you. The possibility to contact you will help prevent 

unnecessary searches by Seach and Rescue companies after finding your kiteboard. This allows them to focus on what they do 

best: saving people‘s lives.

Booomtag is a Lost. Scan. Found, anti-theft and safety feature. Although it creates a strong bond between you, your product, 

and your favorite brand, booomtag is not in the spamming business. You are in total control of the level of communication with 

your favorite brands. 

BOOMTAG IS AN NFC CHIP THAT IS 
FIRMLY LAMINATED INTO OUR BOARDS.
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KITEBOARDS

ANTI CHOP
TECHNOLOGY

yes

no

AMNESIA PRO SNAKE HUMBPACK

136/41,4 cm, 140/42,6 cm
 137/41.4 cm, 

141/42.6 cm, 
143, 146 cm

AMNESIA CROSSBAY FAPHITO AMMERGATE

 136/41.4  cm 

140/42.6 cm
137/41.4 cm, 141/42.6 cm

125/37 cm, 128/38 cm, 

131/39 cm, 135/39 cm
145/45 cm, 155/47 cm



BASE BASE

The anti-chop technology makes the SNAKE a particularly comfort-ori-
ented kiteboard. The wavy sidecut easily cuts through troubled water, 
making it noticeably gentle on the knee and the joints. This unusual 
shape extends the effective edge, the smoothness is increased, while 
the SNAKE turns easier and generates less water. With the highest qua-
lity materials and a sophisticated construction, all kiteboards from our 
collection are very durable and powerful.

Amnesia Pro is the newest offspring in our kiteboard series. It was further 
developed on the basis of our previous bestseller “Amnesia”, that is to say 
around the edge of the wave like our previous year‘s Snake model. The 
board is intended for riders looking for the performance of a freestyle board 
and the comfort of a freerider. It‘s an incredibly versatile board. Tip and 
tail are reinforced with carbon. In combination with the tube channels and 
sophisticated underwater hull with long lateral channels, the board pro-
vides you with excellent grip for jumps and stability on hard landings. The 
wave-shaped outline extends the effective edge and cuts through choppy 
water with ease, making it incredibly smooth and easy to turn.

SNAKE

use
freeride

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
soft

size
137/41.4, 141/42.6

channels rocker

weight
  137 cm - 2,5 kg, 141 cm - 2,6 kg

AMNESIA PRO

use
freeride/freestyle

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
medium

size
136/41,4, 140/42,6

channels rocker

weight
136 cm - 2,6 kg, 140 cm - 2,7 kg

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER

SINTERED SLIDER BASE 
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS 
CARBON POWER STRINGERS 
16 M6 INSERTS 
ABS SIDEWALL 
HANDMADE IN EU 
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER price EUR 679,- price EUR 759,-

size 137/41.4 141/42.6

piece

size 136/41,4 140/42,6

piece



BASE

100% wakestyle with the comfort of a freestyler.
Whether on the wakeboard cable or on the kite, the Humpback is your 
reliable partner - thanks to the thick slider base! The great genes 
inherited the humpback from the DUDE, a little more softer flex and 
less rocker, that’s all you needed! Equipped with the one and only one 
ACT* (Anti-Chop-Technology), you’ve a radical Wakesytler that playful-
ly slices through small waves and choppy water but gains massively 
high. A well-paced edge allows you to have unlimited pop, the 5.5 cm 
rocker let control you even the hardest landing´s, a quick and easy 
angle allows you to focus completely on the kite. Thanks to the double 
line inserts you’ll have the choice to mount Boots or Pads/Straps!
 

HUMPBACK

use
obstacles and more

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
center stiff, tip and tail soft

size
143, 146

channels rocker

weight
143 cm - 3,7 kg, 146 cm - 3,9 kg 

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
CARBON-GLASS 
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER price EUR 789,-

size 143 146

piece

WAVY SIDECUT IS OUR 
ANTI CHOP TECHNOLOGY:

• Less stress on the knee load
• Longer kite sessions
• Easier turning and upwind
• Less splashing water
• Unique look



BASE

Amnesia is a powerfull freeride & freestyle board. The long chan-
nels and carbon provide phenomenal edging and pop, bring power 
for upwind drive and stability on harder landings. Double-row inserts 
within the hardwooden stringers are perfect for your first wakestyle 
experiences.

Faphito is the name of our new kiteboard series which was deve-
loped specifically for women and young riders. This extremely light 
board with a narrow stance and a slim outline offers kiteboarders a 
high level of ride comfort with enormous pop with little effort.

AMNESIA FAPHITO

use
freeride/ freestyle

core
wood-glass-carbon

use
women and young rider

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
medium

size
132/40.2, 136/41.4, 140/42.6

flex
soft

size
125/37, 128/38, 131/39, 135/39

channels rocker channels rocker

weight
132 cm - 2,55 kg, 136 cm - 2,65 kg, 140 cm - 2,75 kg

weight
125 cm - 1,95 kg, 128 cm - 2,10 kg, 131 cm - 2,20 kg, 135 cm - 2,25 kg

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEERprice EUR 719,- price EUR 599,-

BASE

size 136/41.4 140/42.6

piece

size 125/37 128/38 131/39 135/39

piece

BINDING



 Clemens Rohling   Dennis Leuthold   Sylt



BASE

New, 3D-lightwind-kiteboard from and for the Ammersee – and for 
other great spots, too. With a small rocker and a flat radius in the 
middle for best gliding characteristics.

Crossbay is a high quality and light weight freeride board. The 
3d-bottom shape creates an optimized flex, while the slightly con-
cave delivers maximum control and early and efficient planing. The 
outline makes it easy to turn with a smooth, predictable feel.

AMMERGATE CROSSBAY

use
lightwind

core
wood-glass-carbon

use
freeride

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
soft

size
145/45, 155/47

flex
medium-soft

size
137/41.4, 141/42.6

channels rocker channels rocker

weight
145 cm - 3,00 kg, 155 cm - 3,40 kg

weight
137 cm - 2,50 kg, 141 cm - 2,60 kg

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY DAVID S. VOGEL

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEERprice EUR 659,- price EUR 629,-

BASE

size 145/45 155/47

piece

size 137/41.4 141/42.6

piece
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FUNRUN

use
wakesurf

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
flex stiff

size
146

channels

2 fins

rocker

price EUR 699,-



DEPP
Allround

NOVUM
Park

PRIMA
Allround

JULIA
Allround

WOODEN
Allround

LEGENDS
Freeride

FLASH
Freeride

PEZ
Freeride

GB SPLIT
Freeride

GB SPLIT
Freeride

SURF LONG
Freeride

RELOAD
Allround

SNOW


